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Why quality criteria?

 Practical work of futurists requires the distinction 

between high quality and low quality work, 

especially how to improve the use the methods of 

the futures research

 Because the creativity is an integral ingredient of 

the futures studies it is especially important to 

define what forms of creative thinking are 

acceptable in scientific futures research   



Education in universities

 The education of the futures studies has started in 

universities e.g. the Free University of Berlin and the 

University of Turku in Finland. In Turku even doctors 

of the futures research are possible since 2013 

 The unclear position of the futures research in the 

field of sciences has seriously hindered its 

development toward an established science

 An especially important issue: is it reasonable to 

define scientific knowledge differently when we 

speak about the knowledge concerning the possible 

futures? 



Distinction between the Futures studies and 
the (scientific)Futures research

 In the article Kuusi et al. 2015, we use the words “ 

(scientific) Futures research” (or futures research) and 

“futures researcher” when we speak scientifically 

oriented activities. 

 The terms “Futures studies” (or futures studies) and 

“futurist” refer all activities and practitioners in the field. 



Task Force Standards (TFS) of the 
Netzwerk Zukunftsforschung ( e.g. Gerhold 
et al. 2015)

Quality standards that result from the 

specific character of futures studies

Standards that make scientific futures 

research different from other forms of 

futures thinking

Standards that ensure that futures studies 

serve the purpose they are launched for



High quality futures map and its customers

Describes what is especially 

important for the user  or customer 

of the map in future choices

 illustrates to the user of the map 

what kinds of choice situations an 

actor – typically an organization-

might meet and what will be results 

of choices



Basic practical challenge of the futures map 
approach

How to select the futures research 

method that is most suitable for a 

specific research problem?

No method cannot be excellent in all 

kinds or research problems/ decision 

making situations 



Task Force Standards and the futures map 
approach

 The futures map and its basic concepts 

represent the specific character of futures 

studies 

 General scientific approach vs. not scientific: 

internal and external validity of the map

 Futures studies serve the purpose they are 

launched for: the map has to serve its 

customers



Internal and external validity as general 
targets of scientific research processes 

Internal: Good research 

process

External: High quality of the 

results of the process 



Futures map: Basic features
(Compare Malaska et al 2009)

- Map is a source of information about the scenery

- In geographical mapping, the elementary symbols and patterns 
of the map represent different elements of the scenery, e.g. 

dangerous rocks, isles, trees, meadows…

- To the basic elements of the futures map belong possible  
happenings in the future, possible “paths” (scenarios) 

proceeding from one happening (scene) to the next and so on

- The futures map typically shows especially interesting/favorable 
“places” on the futures map: visions 

- In order to attain the vision  - or any interesting place on the 
map- good choices of paths are needed 
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Pragmatic external validity criteria of the 
futures maps

 Six criteria that  -ceteris paribus or when 

futures maps FM1 and FM2 are equally 

valid in other criteria - mean that the  FM1 is 

more valid than FM2

 Methods of the scientific futures research 

are focused on different validity criteria



Futures map based list of quality criteria

 1. FM1 suggests more possible futures than FM2 that 

might be relevant from the point of view of the vision or 

acceptable futures (“what if…” futures)

 2. FM1 is able to identify most relevant “what if …” futures 

better than FM2 (including wild cards) 

 3. FM1 scenario paths are in line with more futures relevant 

facts than FM2 (even weak signals get interpretations )

 4. FM1 explained facts/ scenario paths is higher than in   

FM2 (effectively explained facts e.g. the variance)

 5. FM1 is understood by more customers than FM2 (many 

understand)

 6. Key customers understand FM1  well or better than other 

customers. FM2 is less well understood by key customers 

or all customers understand as well (key customers benefit)



Criteria 5 and 6

 Criterion 5:  How all potential customers of the map can 

benefit the map if they understand it. Understandable 

descriptions might, however, be superficial. 

 Criterion 6: Special benefit of relevant customers – e.g. 

those that finance it - because they understand. Based on 

the futures map, some actors understand possible futures 

so well that they understand causal chains behind the 

possible futures and impacts of their choices



Classification of the methods based on 
research problems (Cuhls 2008) and 
suitable validity criteria 

 1. Explorative (1,3)  vs. selective (2,4)

 2. Long term (1,2,3) vs. short term issue (3,4)

 3. Participative (5) vs. analytic approach (6)

 4. Focus on general themes (3) vs. on specific 

themes (4)





Classification of the methods  based on  four 
sources of information (Popper 2008)

 Facts and data concerning past developments (3,4)

 Best experts who are ready to unbiased sharing of their 

knowledge (1-4,6)

 Interaction between different stakeholder groups 

(2,3,5) 

 Especially creative persons (1-3)



Summary evaluation of the 

Radical Technology Inquirer 
Validity criterion (scale: 0-6) Recently Possible

1: Wide scope of possible 

future paths

4 6

2: Most relevant futures paths 2 5

3: Covering explanation of past 

facts

3 6

4: Most relevant past facts are 

explained 

1 2

5: Many people understand the 

map/ simple visualization

1 5

6: Relevant experts understand 

the map

2 5
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Futures radical technologies  - four level model

1 Global value producing networks (20)

2 Radical technological applications 
(100)

3 National competences and 
access

4 Development of science

Impacts of scientific 
development on 

level of networks 

Impacts of 
scientific 

development on 
level of 

applications

Global 
Market R&D  
activity



1. TFS list of quality standards that result 
from the specific character of futures studies 

 1.1.Principle “Images of the Future”, reflecting that 

statements about the future are constructions

 1. 2. Modality aspect of the futures research: 

possible, probable and preferable futures

 1.3. Argumentative verification: images of the future 

have to be open to scrutiny in debate about their 

ingredients and composition

 1.4. Reference to action : futures studies are to 

inform decision making and action

 1.5. Interdisciplinarity or transdisciplinarity



2. Standards that make scientific futures 
research different from other forms of 
futures thinking

 2.1 Explicit aims and framework conditions

2.2 Transparency and comprehensibility: third parties 

should be able to follow each step of reasoning

2.3 Theoretical foundation: a sound theoretical basis for 

the construction of images of the future

2.4 Appropriate choice and combination of research 

methods 

2.5 Conceptual quality, including procedure according to 

the state of the art

2.6 Scientific relevance 

2.7 Code of conduct



3. Standards that ensure that futures studies 
serve the purpose they are launched for

 3.1 Practical relevance, usability and impact

 3.2 Understanding of the addressees, their 

types, roles and peculiarities

 3.3 Transfer and communication: results 

should have a format suited to transfer

 3.4 Identification of (general) lines of action 

 3.5 Project and process management



Values and futures research

• Wendell Bell (1996) considered that not every picture of 

future, vision or scenario is not suitable for promotion or 

even as a suggestion otherwise than in order to avoid

• Bell criticizes so called  Hume’s Guillotine. According to 

Bell values and facts are inseparable in futures related 

beliefs and actions. ”You should avoid smoking in order 

to avoid cancer” 

• Besides ethical codes of various professions,  the 

general ethical code of good common life of the 

humankind 
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Ethical code of futurists

• Besides normal ethical principles of research 

(e.g. honesty) Bell considered that the ethical 

code of futures researchers or futurists should 

be more demanding

• Futurists should have a special responsibility in 

the developing and promoting the common 

ethical code of the humankind (e.g. democracy 

and suistainable development)

• Can the consistence criterion be a basis for such 

an ethical code for the scientific futures 

research?16.6.2015



Paths on the futures maps

• (1) Avoided paths because they go to 

unethical futures  ; 

• (2) Acceptable but controversial paths 

because ethically acceptable but unjust 

from the point of view of some actors 

(persons, groups, organisations, states 

tms.) 

• (3) Ethical and just futures
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